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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ENGLISH
1.
You attended a party organised by witches, wizards , goblins and zombies. Write a paragraph in 10
lines describing the party.
2.
We all have a family and every member of the family loves and cares for each other. Write a
paragraph in 100 words about any elder member of your family.
3.
You are running in the park and you push an old woman by mistake. What will you do? Run and
leave her behind (out of fear, as she is hurt and very angry) or help her out so that she feels good and
cared for and forgives you.
4.
Write beautiful cursive writing in your book from page no. 11 to 20.
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MATHEMATICS
1.
Find the HCF of 24 and 32 using the prime factorization method.
2.

Simplify : 3 + 2 - 4 .

3.

Choose the correct answer :
i)
Percent means out of a _________.
a) fifty
b) eighty
c) hundred
d) ten
ii)
What is 30% of 200?
a) 70
b) 80
c) 50
d) 60
SCIENCE
1.
An activity to find out the nutrients present in different packed food items.
Procedure :
•
Collect 5 packed items that are available in the market.
•
Make a list of nutrients found in them.
•
Find out the amount of each of the nutrients present in those.
•
Note down your observations.
From your observations, mention which food items are good or not good for your health.
2.
Write a report about any one natural calamity which affects our country hugely. Also mention the
steps that should be taken to avoid such disasters. (150-200 words)
3.
Write a few sentences for an imaginary situation, If oxygen or carbon dioxide disappears from the
atmosphere.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
1.
Mention any three ways in which you can contribute towards reduction of pollution.
2.
Suggest three measures to prevent drought.
3.
How festivals play an important role in developing national unity? Write any five points.
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